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Abstract. Chemical compounds identification of Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spec-
trometry data is challenging, especially anticancer compound identification from the Ro-
dent Tuber sample. This paper proposed a novel model for anticancer compound iden-
tification of a sample of Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry Rodent Tuber data.
Data sampling was done by linear systematic sampling. The model begins with data la-
beling which was giving a name to the compound followed by data labeling of the status
anticancer compound or not utilizing webscrapping technique. After the data was la-
beled, the anticancer compound was identified from the data. This model was successfully
identifying the most dominant anticancer compounds contained in the sample of Liquid
Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry Rodent Tuber data.
Keywords: Chemical compound identification, Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spec-
trometer data, Rodent Tuber, Anticancer compound identification, Linear systematic
sampling

1. Introduction. Research in the field of chemical compounds interpretation and iden-
tification from the Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry data is challenging. Mass
Spectrometry (MS) is used to determine the mass of particles, to determine the elemental
composition of a sample, and to describe the chemical structure of molecules, such as pep-
tides and other chemical compounds [1]. When combined with Liquid Chromatography
(LC), more comprehensive information can be obtained. It will consist of hundreds of
thousands of mass per charge (m/z), retention time, and intensity [2]. This combination
called Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS). It is also widely utilized to
examine extracts of medicinal plants.

This paper will present and explain our model to identify anticancer compounds from
LC-MS data of Rodent Tuber. It contributed to the development of a method of chemical
compound identification in LC-MS. As a case study, we use one of the LC-MS data of
Rodent Tuber from the studies of Sianipar et al. [3-8]. Their studies resulted in 10 datasets
which are proprietary raw data. This means, only the instrument that produced them
can read. The dataset should be converted to a format that is human-readable and easier
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to analyze. There are two steps, which are 1) convert the raw data to .mzXML which
is an open format by an open-source software developed by Chambers et al. [9], namely
Proteowizard version 3 for Windows, and 2) convert .mzXML to .xlsx, by our software,
developed by Python programming. Only one dataset of ten is used in this paper and it
is randomly selected.
Using huge native data would be costly. So, data sampling will be carried out. LC-MS

data of Rodent Tuber in this case is time-series data [10], and it is necessary to get samples
per period time to obtain a representative sample that represents the actual dataset.
We use a sampling technique called Linear Systematic Sampling (LSS) as Algorithm 1,
because it is simple and produces a sample that represents the actual dataset [11,12]
compared to Kim and Hwang [13]. In this case, the number of samples which is about
18,000 and 18,275 was generated. The sample data from the result of Algorithm 1 will be
used in this paper.

Algorithm 1. LSS
1: Get data from the dataset.
2: Create a list that contains the “Retention Time” column without duplication with

the pivot feature.
3: Find the skip (s) value with a sample size (y), while the number population of

elements (X) is the actual data list:
s = len(list)/18000

4: Create a list of indexes with the first index as a random integer Rd in range 1 to s,
which determines the sample to be the units numbered Rd, Rd + s, Rd + 2s, and
so on.

5: This index is used to retrieve data in the actual data list and put it on the temporary
list.

This paper is categorized as follows: Section 2 describes the related works, Section 3
describes the research method, Section 4 describes the proposed model, Section 5 describes
the result and discussion, and Section 6 focuses on conclusions and future work.

2. Related Works. The back-to-nature trend by using natural ingredients including
plants for treatment is increasing. This plant needs to be examined for its chemical content
so that it is used more optimally. One of the plants studied intensively in its ingredients
is Rodent Tuber [4,14-19]. Apart from the study of chemical compound content, breeding
and its effect on chemical compound content were also investigated [3-8], but they still
manually identify the chemical compounds that exist through Gas Chromatography-Mass
Spectrometry and Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry data. This identification
is assisted by an online database. It takes a lot of time because of done manually.
The more advanced technology, the greater data generated, and the greater challenges.

Done manually becomes impossible. There are already many software tools for this, such
as XCMS [20-22] which aim to facilitate interpretation of metabolomic data by scientists
with limited background in bioinformatics or statistics; MAVEN [23,24] which provide in-
teractive processing of LC-MS-based metabolomics data; CAMERA [25] which is designed
to postprocess XCMS feature lists and to collect all features related to a compound into
a compound spectrum; MetaboAnalystR [26]; and the one which is also summarized by
Binanto et al. [27]. Almost all of them do not have the feature for identifying anticancer
chemical compounds; they discuss more about preprocessing, signal processing, or whole
identification of chemical compounds.

3. Research Method. Our research method directly uses the proposed model as shown
in Figure 1. The first stage of this method is an initial stage by implementing Algorithm
1. This algorithm produces a representative sample of the whole dataset which is 18,275
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Figure 1. Research method

records out of 985,925 records. Then this sample was processed using the proposed model
depicted in Figure 2.

4. Proposed Model. The proposed model has three main stages, which are 1) labeling
the name of the compound and its real mass and formula; 2) labeling of compound status:
anticancer or not; 3) identification of anticancer compounds. This proposed model is
illustrated in Figure 2. Data sampling is not included in this model because for actual
conditions, it does not use sample data, but original data.

Labeling is the main thing that must be done in this model because it will be used
to retrieve other data from the online database. We utilize an existing online database,
namely massbank.jp [28] and NPACT (Naturally occurring Plant-based Anticancerous
Compound-Activity-Target database) at http://crdd.osdd.net/raghava/npact/ [29] for
labeling. Unfortunately, there is not any piece of information about the Application
Programming Interface (API) on those websites. Hence, we use webscraping technique.

Webscraping technique was originally developed for business purposes in the private
sector. It is used to get content from websites to analyze certain structured or unstructured
data. However, it offers great benefits for those looking for specific information [30-32].
In this case, it will be used for getting compound names from massbank.jp and anticancer
status from NPACT.

4.1. Compound name labeling. There are input forms for m/z and formulas that can
be filled in one of them on massbank site, to get the compound name. So, m/z value is
entered into the form to be queried to massbank. There are a lot of options, but we just
used the default options.

The first step to do webscraping is to get a complete URL. To get the name of the
compound in masbank.jp, the m/z value is used. Manually, m/z value entered into the
“Exact Mass” filling form’s massbank.jp and the search button clicked; since then, there
emerged the complete URL with its options in the browser’s address bar as shown in
Figure 3. This complete URL will be used for webscraping.

To get the preferred data, we must understand the structure of the HTML page gen-
erated by the query. Webscraping technique can run well and get the preferred data by
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Figure 2. The model

Figure 3. Massbank’s complete URL
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python programming with its library. The preferred data are compound name, compound
formula, and real m/z in massbank.jp.

The value of real m/z is the value closest to the input, because, during the experiment,
no m/z values were retrieved the same. In our opinion, it was because signal processing
is not carried out and the mass itself is a float number not an integer; upon this, we call
it a brute force process.

4.2. Compound status labeling. This stage aims to label chemical compound whether
it is an anticancer compound or not. To do this, the Naturally occurring Plant-based An-
ticancer Compound-Activity-Target (NPACT) database is used [29]. It does not provide
an application programming interface, so webscraping technique is utilized.

This stage is similar to the compound name labeling stage, and the difference is the
detailed steps, such as the complete URL and how to extract data from the obtained
HTML page. It is simpler than the compound name labeling stage above.

Using a compound name to get the status of the compound in NPACT. Manually, the
compound name entered into the filling form’s field provided in NPACT and the search
button clicked; since then, there emerged the complete URL in the browser’s address bar
as shown in Figure 4. This complete URL will be used for webscraping.

Figure 4. NPACT’s complete URL

Bold text in Figure 4 is the actual variable that will be replaced with a compound name
from the previous stage.

The result of this stage is to obtain the status of the compound name as an anticancer
compound (labeled with 1) or not anticancer compound (labeled with 0). Based on this
label, the most dominant anticancer compounds will be identified.

4.3. Identification. This stage aims to identify the dominant anticancer chemical com-
pounds in the sample of LC-MS Rodent Tuber data. The way it works is to find the
most detected anticancer compounds in the sample of LC-MS Rodent Tuber data over
the retention time. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Identification Anticancer Compound
1: Get data from the dataset.
2: Get the compound labeled “1” (anticancer) and place it in a new array.
3: Find and count the occurrence of each anticancer compound already in the array.
4: Print the finding which is the most occurrence anticancer compound.

The detected anticancer compound is the most appearing anticancer compound and
could be said it is dominant. It caused this compound have strong chemical bonds so
from the early time it is detected to the last time.

5. Result and Discussion. The use of webscraping for labeling really speeds up and
simplifies the task, both for labeling name compounds and for the status of anticancer
compounds or not. The data sample contains anticancer and non-anticancer chemical
compounds, detected from the early retention time. All the anticancer compounds appear
as it is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that many anticancer compounds were detected
at the early retention time. However, not many were detected at the end of the retention
time.

Algorithm 2 is used to identify anticancer compounds and successfully identify anti-
cancer compounds contained in the data sample. After the algorithm was run, the results
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Figure 5. (color online) Anticancer compounds from sample based on m/z

Table 1. The ten most anticancer compound detected

No.
Compound

name
Real
m/z

First detection
in retention time

in second

Last detection
in retention time

in second

Identified
count

1. Benzoic acid 122.03678 15 2390 12
2. Saikosaponin a 780.99298 150 2220 11
3. Amentoflavone 538.09003 622 2205 10
4. Ginsenoside Rb1 1108.60291 100 2355 8
5. Doxorubicin 543.17407 30 1868 7
6. Asiatic acid 488.35019 95 2079 7
7. Digitoxin 764.43469 753 2350 7
8. Harmalol 200.241 361 1788 6
9. Pseudobaptigenin 282.0528 512 2054 6
10. Diosgenin 414.634 843 2129 6

showed the 10 most identified anticancer compound in Table 1. It has been sorted from
the most identified compound. “Identified count” represents the number of the same com-
pounds identified.
Table 1 shows benzoic acid with m/z is 122.03678 identified earliest at the 15th second

of the retention time and longest at the 2390th second and detected 12 times. This shows
benzoic acid has a strong bond so it remains intact from the beginning to the end of the
retention time.

6. Conclusion. The proposed model has succeeded in identifying existing anticancer
compounds and providing information on the dominant anticancer compounds which is
benzoic acid with m/z 122.03678. Followed by “Saikosaponin a” as the second dominant,
and so forth.
This study uses sample data, so it is still a reflection of the actual data. For future

work, the real data will be used and will be compared with the processing results with
sample data. In addition, the model will be tested on other LCMS datasets.
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